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4. INHABITING AN ECONOMY OF SUPPORT: MY CASTLE IS YOUR CASTLE

The inhabitation My castle is your castle (April to July, 2011) was the initial experiment in how to intervene in the procedures of precarisation that designers are entangled in. It was an experiment on a micro-scale that had as its objective to explore
how, as designers, we can create other economic cultures in our everyday, or, in the
words of economic geographer Katherine Gibson, how we can “take back the economy any time, any place,” 74 without waiting until an ideal situation, idea or opportunity presents itself some time in an indefinite future. To set up this first experiment
that would allow us to gain embodied knowledges of the obstacles such a “taking
back” might entail, Fabio and I drew on the means available to us through a fivemonths artist residency at the Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle in
Warsaw. This residency gave us access to a 25m2 working and living space, a travel
and production budget, the access to communal living and working spaces and the
support of four dedicated female curators.75
When starting the residency in March 2011, we were three months into this
research and grappling with the symptoms of precariousness and their genealogy as
introduced in the previous section. At the same time, we were looking around us to
investigate how other socially and politically engaged designers keep their practices
afloat. Doing so, we came across the work of the Chicago-based art and design collective Temporary Services, who in their work emphasise the importance of grounding
a resistance to the dominant culture in physical space.76 It was then a combination of
our research into the symptoms of precarisation and the idea to ground resistance
against them (or at least find other ways of dealing with them) in space in the here
and now, that encouraged us to come up with a twofold plan for initiating an economy of support based on the resources of our residency: on the one hand, we decided to “collectivise” the residency by inviting practitioners with an affinity to our
research to share the space and the resources with us, thus trying to give “breathing

74
Katherine Gibson, “Take Back the Economy, Any Time, Any Place: A Manual for Constituting Community
Economies,” in Designing and transforming capitalism (Aarhus 2012).
75
In autumn 2010, we had won an artist prize offered by Museion, the contemporary art centre of our Italian
home region Trentino-Alto Adige. The prize was a five months stay at the Artist-In-Residence-Laboratory of CCA
Ujazdowski Castle. Moreover, the prize comprised a 5,000€ living allowance, 1,600€ travel budget and an 8,000€
production budget, sponsored by the foundation of the regional bank Südtiroler Sparkasse.
76
Brett Bloom, “Radical Space for Art in a Time of Forced Privatization and Market Dominance,”
http://www.temporaryservices.org/making_room_collab.pdf.
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space” to practices which were not necessarily commercially oriented, and on the
other hand, we decided to use the budget of our residency to set up a public seminar,
Constructive dismantling, to investigate what sharing of resources and self-organisation had taken place in Polish society during socialist times, and what had survived
and/or what new forms were created after the fall of the regime in 1989.77 In chosing
to experiment with these two strands, we hoped that this would bring openings (but
possibly also obstacles) to our research in places where we would not expect them
and that they would enable us to ask questions we could not yet formulate.
Preparation
Once the desire was formed to transform “our” castle also into someone else’s
castle, we were both thrilled, intimidated and doubtful by what this would entail:
how to feel at ease sharing a space with someone we might not know well? How to
share the resources we had, while still keeping some privacy and space for ourselves? How to actually ensure the experiment was a positive experience? And was
it actually a good idea at all to share resources that you obtained and possibly only
“deserve” because you worked hard in the past?
To address some of our preoccupations, we opted for the transformation of our
25m2 studio space into two distinct spaces that could be inhabited relatively independently. This way we hoped to create a space in which our guests would feel
welcome and that would allow for a sense of ownership over the space, while at the
same time allowing for openness as well as privacy for our co-residents and us.78
Once we felt comfortable with the spatial plan for collectivising the residency, the
question came up more concretely of who our co-residents might be. Not being sure
we could cope with sharing the space with whoever expressed interest, we decided
to ‘play it safe’ and to send the invite to the co-residency only to people we had at
least once positively connected with in our lives.
So at the end of March 2011, after a series of consultations with our hosting curators, we sent out an open call to our extended mailing list stating that we had just
began working on research into precariousness and that for our residency in Poland
we wanted to offer other designers and practitioners related to the field of design

77
For details about these seminars, see Brave New Alps, “Constructive Dismantling Seminars,”
http://www.designingeconomiccultures.net/category/organised-seminars/.
78
We developed the idea for the space together with Polish furniture-maker Pawel Jasiewicz, who we met
during the first month in Warsaw.
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the possibility to come to Warsaw for a period of one to three weeks. After having
had replies from a variety of people to this invite, within twenty days, we coordinated the times and spaces for the co-residency between May and July 2011 and settled
for inviting six practitioners across a variety of disciplines: a female British sculptor
with Polish origins, a female British-Nigerian curator, a male Irish graphic designer,
a male British Germany-based artist, a male British architect and a female Russian
illustrator.79
Unfolding
Finally, by the end of April, after almost two months of reflection and preparation,
we were physically sharing our residency resources, inhabiting our first micro-economy of support. Our co-residents stayed with us for periods ranging from
four to thirty days, and with each resident we discovered different dynamics of
sharing and being together developed. As we had tried to create a very open framework for collectivising the residency, we also attempted not to put any pressure on
people to produce or do anything specific during their stay, so that everyone could
get out of it what they needed and wanted.
Therefore, we saw some co-residents focusing on networking with Polish curators and institutions, some connecting with other artists in residence, others
again using the time to explore the city for inspiration for future work, while
some plunged into making work with whatever they could find around – or in fact,
depending on the length of their stay, engaging in a mixture of these activities.
So while we saw our co-residents engaged in their activities, they saw us pursuing
our research: organising seminars and conducting interviews to explore Polish DIY
activist culture under socialism and subsequently under capitalism. From time to
time, there would be overlaps between our activities, but generally each of us would
pursue his or her own path.
Eating together in the subsidised restaurant of the museum or cooking together,
became an important factor with some co-residents. But again, this varied substantially from one person to the other and so it could be said that with our six co-residents we went through different modes of sharing, each being characterised by a
different mixture of convivial modes of work and leisure.

79
A US-American female graphic designer, who had originally contacted us to do an internship with us and to
whom we proposed the co-residency instead, could not come along as she had found a paid job in the USA. The
female Russian illustrator took her space up last-minute.
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Reflections
Considering the way the co-residency unfolded, with each of us individually working alongside each other, it felt like we had set up an economy of support that
enabled others to move forward in their practice, but that within itself did not
substantially challenge the standard, precarising modes of working of the creative
industries. In many ways, we might suggest say that the co-residency felt a bit like
any shared studio space, whether dedicated to research on precariousness or not.
This situation revealed many questions to us, particularly in comparison to
what we had learned from the seminars, interviews and time spent with Polish DIY
activist groups.80 Through engagement with groups such as the anarchist Warsaw
Food Co-operative, The Nonformal University of Teremiski, or the co-operatively
run Emma Hostel, we not only learned more about how to self-organise education,
housing, food provisioning and cultural production, 81 but in spending time with
the people involved in such self-organised, leftist economic cultures it was brought
to the fore the extent to which all of them found it important to actively challenge
dominant ways of doing and being in their area of engagement.
The two levels that these groups challenged most were related to time and social
relations: they all worked towards a long-term as well as collective engagement in the
issues they wanted to transform. The elements of endurance in time and collectivity
we encountered in them, were that which in most cases allowed for the emergence
of an affective dimension, a dimension of care for each other, which helped the people involved to challenge the subjectivities they were asked to conform to in Polish
society: many of the people we met or learned about during the seminars and site
visits attempted to break out of the more generally pre-figured aspirational path
towards living a middle-class life of individual success in one’s respective profession. Most were attempting to live out ways of being and doing that could actively
contribute to the egalitarian, yet heterogeneous societies they desired. In doing so,
many were operating counter to the expectations of their social environment, but
they continued on their paths because they were embedded in an economy of
support that would reinforce their actions and choices not only on material, but

80
For an account of the seminars with human geographer Piotr Juskowiak, architect Jakub Szczesny, sociologist
Adrian Zandberg and cultural theorist Teodor Ajder, see:
http://www.designingeconomiccultures.net/category/organised-seminars/
81
For an edited transcript of conversations with these activists, see appendix C or: Brave New Alps, “Designing
Economic Cultures,” http://www.designingeconomiccultures.net/.
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also on affective and intellectual levels.
So by living through My castle is your castle, whilst also encountering these other
ways of operating outside the creative industries, we realised that our micro-economy of support was lacking some important substance that could have allowed us to
enter a dimension that could significantly extend beyond the days or weeks spent
together in the co-residency. In this sense, from this micro-experiment, we deduced
that on a larger scale to intervene only in the material procedures of precarisation would not necessarily challenge precariousness in general. Besides this major
insight, from our reflections on this first inhabitation of our research questions, six
more issues came to the fore for further investigation and experimentation:
a) Creating a very open framework for an economy of support easily creates a
depoliticised context in which our doing is not radically questioned. There is a need
to create frameworks for experimenting with economic cultures into which one
cannot simply flow with the usual modes of being and working that are characterised by individualisation. Frameworks would need to be created that support the
emergence of a collective dimension of doing.
b) Power relations cannot simply be dissolved through self-organisation, but
must be worked on consciously, as otherwise they tend simply to be reproduced on
a smaller scale. In the case of this first experiment, they had simply been shifted
from the institution onto us, since we still set up a minimal selection process and
automatically kept on referring to our co-residents as ‘guests’ throughout the whole
time. Would power relations be diluted or distributed if we imagined a proliferation
of peer-to-peer support structures? What if ever more designers saw sharing resources as part of their practice?
c) There is a necessity to create frameworks in which we do not continuously
blur work and recreation, or where we almost establish frameworks of “recreation
through work.” This would probably entail creating spaces where mutual care for
our well-being is prioritised over work and where there is a degree of protection
from the productiveness that is required within the context of the creative industries. But this brings up questions of how we define what it means to be productive.
How do we define what counts as work and what does not?
d) There is a need to supplement short-term, spontaneous or sporadic support
structures against precarisation with long term ones as this would allow the
inclusion of people who do not have the privilege of flexibility, which, as we have
seen, is one of the elements involved in procedures of precarisation.
57
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e) Creating translocal connections is important, but there also seems to be a
need to create connections that are not spatially dispersed in order to allow for the
creation of more close-knit and possibly long-term economies of support.
f) Addressing one’s doubts and insecurities around beginning to experiment
with economies of support is important, however, it is also important not to get
blocked by them. From this experiment, we learned that once you start experimenting with other ways of doing, initial preoccupations mostly dissolve and even seem
foolish in hindsight, while instead they bring up new and unexpected questions.
With these issues raised, this first experiment, even in its micro-dimension,
quite powerfully showed us the limits of our habitual thinking and acting, which
seem to reproduce what we more or less are already familiar with. In doing so, it led
us to question how and to what extent, as designers, we have internalised ways of
thinking, doing and relating to each other that make us functional as well as vulnerable to the procedures of precarisation we are presented with. In this sense, the
unfolding of the residency, allowed us to begin to explore more complex questions
that concern not only the material support structures needed to respond to precariousness, but also the relational and theoretical tools we need to build in order to
deal with precariousness in more strategic ways.
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Timeline:
My castle is your castle
at A-I-R Laboratory, CCA Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw

21-30 April – Building of the “room
in a room” for the co-residents

29 April-12 May – British-Polish
sculptor in residence

14-31 May – British-Nigerian
curator in residence

4-30 June – Irish graphic
designer in residence

15-30 June – British
artist in residence

25 June-3 July – British
architect in residence

18-22 July – Russian
illustrator in residence

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

2011

1 March – Start of
the residency

7 April – Slots for five
co-residents are set

1 August – End of
the residency

23 March – Call for
co-residency is sent out
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COMMON
KITCHEN

STUDIO 3

STUDIO 4

STUDIO 2

STUDIO 5

STUDIO 1

FIGURE 10 and 11 above Centre for Contemporary Art (CCA) Ujazdowski Castle and the Laboratorium building
that in its left wing hosts five studios for artists in residence, March 2011
FIGURE 12 and 13 middle The studio-apartment that was allocated to us and the floor plan of the left wing of the
Laboratorium building with the blackened out space intended to be allocated to the “room in a room” structure for
our co-residents
FIGURE 14 below The shape of the planned “room in a room” structure, adapting to the shape of the studio
(roughly 3,30 x 3 x 2,30 m)
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FIGURE 15 above Construction of the structure for our co-residents over a period of nine days with Pawel Jasiewicz
and Anna Sikorska, 21-30 April 2011
FIGURE 16 to 18 below

The “room in a room” is ready for welcoming our co-residents, 1 May 2011
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The co-residency space in use, May to July 2011
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Timeline:
Constructive Dismantling and Public A-I-R micro-festival
at A-I-R Laboratory, CCA Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw

28 June – visit to the Polish Co-operative
Museum, Warsaw

21 June – seminar: “DIY culture and autonomy
in the everyday before and after 1989”
with Adrian Zandberg

16 May – seminar: “The relation to public
space in Poland before and after 1989”
with Piotr Juskowiak and Jakub Szczesny

4 July – seminar: “DIY practices in Moldova
before and after 1989” with Teodor Ajder

18 July – seminar: “Beat capitalism with a carrot.
Presentation of the Warsaw Food Co-operative”
with Tomek Sikora

19 April – presentation of the seminar
series Constructive Dismantling

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

2011

19-21 July – get reclaimed wood and prepare it for
building the structure for the upcoming festival

29-31 July – Public A-I-R micro-festival:
29 July – “Co-operatives rule!” with the Warsaw
Food Co-operative

26-28 July – build of the structure

23-31 July – group residency for a group of students from
Goldsmiths College (London), Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw,
Moholy-Nagy University of Art and Design, Budapest

30 July – “WSPÓL.DZIELNIA. Emotional mapping of
a pre-war co-operative housing estate” with Emilia
Piotrowska and Igor Sarzynski
30 July – “Active citizenship, a Polish tradition”
with Ilona Iłowiecka-Tanska
31 July – “Freeganism rules!” with the Warsaw
Food Co-operative
31 July – skills fair: all-day skills swap, organised
with people we got to know through our contacts
with the Warsaw Food Co-operative
31 July – “Drinking (and eating) the park. An
introduction to foraging in urban areas” with Juliet
Delventhal and Brave New Alps
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FIGURE 21 above Constructive Dismantling – seminar with Tomek Sikora of the Warsaw Food Co-operative in the
communal kitchen of A-I-R Laboratory, 18 July 2011
FIGURE 22 below

Constructive Dismantling – visit to the Warsaw Museum of Co-operatives, 28 June 2011
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FIGURE 23 above Public A-I-R micro-festival – opening evening, cooking “stone soup” with chef-in-residence Juliet
Delventhal, public park surrounding CCA Ujazdowski Castle, 29 July 2011
FIGURE 24 below Public A-I-R micro-festival – Vietnamese-Polish chef Ngo Van Tuong speaks about the cuisine of
the Vietnamese community in Poland, 31 July 2011
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FIGURE 25 to 30 above Public A-I-R micro-festival – “Co-operatives Rule!” with members of the Warsaw Food
Co-op; “WSPÓL.DZIELNIA – emotional mapping of a pre-war cooperative housing estate” – a presentations by
pedagogues and community activists Emilia Piotrowska and Igor Sarzynski; “skills exchange” – learning to use
a compass; “Foraging in the Park” with Juliet Delventhal and Brave New Alps; “Drinking the Park” – serving
elderflower cordial made from flowers foraged in the park; preparing Springrolls Warsaw Style with Dorota
Podlaska and Ngo Van Tuong, 30 and 31 July 2011
FIGURE 31 below Public A-I-R micro-festival – the festival in one of the sunny moments between the heavy
showers, 30 July 2011
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